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22

TRAFFIC STOPS

33

BAKER ACTS

2

DATE: 7/27/18

CASE #

TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

69831-18

Disturbance
Domestic

Wayne Lane

69797-18

Arson

Pebble Beach Drive

69943-18

Disturbance
Domestic

Sea Serpent Trail

69977-18

Stolen Vehicle

US HWY 1

69842-18

Larceny
Shoplifter

5100 SR 100 E (Target)

69795-18

Wellham Lane

69908-18

Disturbance
Verbal
Baker Act

V1 reported a delayed domestic disturbance between her and S1. S1 was placed
under arrest for battery (strangulation) and transported to the FCIF without
incident.
Fire in residence. No one was injured. Female placed into protective custody under
a Baker Act and transported to Halifax Hospital. Marshall will pursue arson
charges. Report made by Deputy O’Barr.
S1 located at Wedgewood Lane and arrested for domestic battery after his child’s
mother and legal wife, alleged that he battered her at Vystar Credit Union. Video
surveillance was viewed and confirmed the allegations.
U-Haul trailer, bearing Kansas tag XSC592, VIN- 14HU08105DTAV387 reported
stolen out of California was recovered by staff at Alamo storage which is a U-Haul
drop off location.
Store security observed S1 conceal several items and consume a banana while in
the store. The male moved past all points of sale without attempting to pay. Store
security detained the male until LEO arrived. S1 arrested for retail theft and TOT
FCDF.
Neighbor dispute over the feeding of feral cats. Trespass warning not completed
at this time due to lack of identifying information.
Juvenile placed under a Baker Act and transported to HBS.

69945-18

CPR

Rymshaw Place

18-69990

Larceny

Oleander AVE

Brookhaven Drive

Deputies arrived on scene to a CPR call where an elderly female was not breathing
and had a slight pulse. Shock was not issued by AED but advised to continue
compressions. The female began to breathe after CPR was continued and was
transported to FHF. Female was alert, conscious, and speaking when last checked
on at FHF.
O1 reported a delayed larceny from an abandoned residence. O1 is contracted
through the bank to do various repairs on the residence. She noticed an air
conditioner unit and water pump were stolen from outside the residence. It is
unknown when these items were stolen and no serial numbers were available.

